
May 29, 2012

Elections Manager,

Greetings! My name is Joseph E. Wells II, and I am officially submitting my 

name as a candidate for the 2012 – 2014 NCTTA vice –presidency position.  

It is my desire to continue assisting NCTTA with identifying and achieving

its goals. I’ve seen this organization go from having Yau-Man Chan of the 

hit series Survivor shuttle athletes back and forth from the airport in San 

Jose, CA. to present day live streaming of matches.

For the past seven years a number of you have seen or gotten to know me at 

various competition in several capacities, whether it be competing or 

managing.

Since Oct. 2009 I have been working for Under Armour in the field of retail 

operations. The ASM is responsible for reactive sales, leading an effective 

sales team, hiring/firing, payroll management, and associate development 

and product knowledge. 

These past 7 years serving in the capacity of Vice President of The National 

Collegiate Table Tennis Association has been very challenging and 

rewarding at the same time. I’ve been the lead contributor to securing 



equipment sponsorship for our league/championship. It is my intention that 

we continue to strengthen those partnerships. We have accomplished a 

number of first in a short period of time, our revenue has increased, we’ve 

built relationships with people and organizations outside the sport, and more 

importantly the number of teams and people participating have increased 

year over year. Our National Championships has grown in number and 

popularity with host cities and organization, and most recently we conducted 

our own singles/doubles competitions. Was it perfect no, but its things like 

that that make you want to return to continue your work.  We are collective

of unpaid and overworked volunteers, “so why do we do it”? It’s simple, we 

love table tennis, I believe in college table tennis, and look forward to 

serving you the athlete. “Remember, you can never put points on the board 

until you get in the game”.            

Respectively,

Joseph E. Wells II          
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